
S/C Julian TANG 

V 

James HABERFIELD 

SENTENCE 

1. James HABERFIELD you have pleaded guilty to one charge of assaulting paramedic

, an emergency worker whilst on duty (s.31{1}{b) of Crimes Act 1958 -

CHARGE 2) and one charge of Recklessly Causing Injury to paramedic 

(s.18 of Crimes Act 1958- CHARGE 5).

2. The summary of the facts of the case were read by the prosecutor Sgt Eal es and were

as follows: (refer to summary):

3. Sgt Eales also tendered a Victim Impact Statement (VIS} in the course of opening the

case written by the victim  dated 18 March 2019, which was read to

the court by her father  who was present in court on the plea together

with his wife and the mother of the victim, .

4. In the VIS, paramedic  who had been working in a professional

capacity for Ambulance Victoria for 9 years, outlined the physical and psychological

impact she suffered as a result of your actions on 29 January. It is trite to say they

were and continue to be significant. I do not intend for these purposes to revisit the

entirety of the statement, but rather to simply summarise the effect your actions have

had on her.

5. She suffered a serious haematoma and significant swelling to her left cheek from your

punch, as well as injuries to her neck and back and whiplash to her neck and head.

The ongoing pain and sensitivity she suffered affected her sleep and necessitated her

requiring regular medication and physical therapy. She was constantly reminded of

the assault each time she had cause to see her own reflection, and even 5 to 6 weeks

after the assault was still unable to participate in any physical activity which was

particularly difficult for her as personal fitness played a significant role in her

enjoyment of life and her mental well-being.

6. That however is not the end of it. She has also been diagnosed with PTSD and anxiety

as a result of the assault, causing overwhelming emotions and panic attacks,

confusion, fear, distress and nausea. She feels unsettled, unsafe and hyper-vigilant

even in her own home. Her usual confidence in social situations has been severely

affected, as has her independence.
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